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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the alternative approach of overall procedure in the
assessment of corroded pipelines using data gathered by the on-line inspection
device. The methodology adopts a generalised approach of analysing pipeline
inspection data and a prediction of the structural reliability due to the deteriorating
corrosion environment. The whole assessment methodology is divided into four
separate stages; I to IV. Stages I and II are the initial procedure prior to the actual
analysis of the inspection data. The scope of this paper is concerted into the
procedure to be taken in Stage III where the stage is sub-divided into 3 major
steps; Part A, B and C. These procedures are Part A (statistical and probabilistic
analysis of the inspection data) and Part B (the application of extreme value
statistics) and C (reliability assessment). Stage IV (risk assessment) is the final
step in the procedure where the consequences of failure are evaluated. The
proposed risk-based assessment procedure is more systematic and reliable to
account for a huge amount of collected data usually obtained in an on-line
inspection using the intelligent devices. The outcomes of this risk-based
methodology can be very useful in the decision-making process by the operation
management. This in turn will produce an efficient inspection, repair and
maintenance program and enhanced the optimised return in investment.
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INTRODUCTION

Pipelines provide the efficient and effective transport of oil and gas. However, the internal
environments of oil and gas pipelines can be very corrosive. Metal loss due to corrosion
poses a significant threat to the pipelines structural integrity. In the U.K., Health and Safety
Executive (HSE)1 reported in PARLOC 96 that 55% of pipeline loss of containment
incidents in the North Sea were due to corrosion or material defects. Repair and replacement
of offshore pipelines can be extremely expensive. The original procedure for determining the
remaining strength of corroded pipelines as presented in ANSI/ASME B31G-1984 code for
pressure piping have been developed in the early 1970s. The application of the original
B31G criterion became widely accepted in the pipeline industry although there have been
comments regarding its conservatism in the assessment3. After a series of research
publications on the subject, the procedure in the original criterion has been modified to suit
the most recent findings and updated technology, and has dealt with sources of
conservatism4.
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The emergence of the high-resolution inspection systems that can provide a quantitative
assessment of pipeline conditions has revolutionised the approach in the reliability
assessment. The present interpretations of the collected data as well as strength assessment of
the corroded pipelines however are still unsatisfactory. Therefore, it is an urgent need to
develop a systematic assessment procedure and utilising the results obtained efficiently and
effectively. Other methods of evaluating corroded pipelines that have been proposed in
recent years are the finite element method3'5 and probabilistic methods6. These analytical
techniques provide an alternative approach to study the large number of variables that affect
failure of corroded pipes. The application of finite element and probabilistic methods to the
analysis of corroded pipelines provides an opportunity to reduce the conservatism embodied
in the conventional approach. Because of the huge amount of corrosion information data
generated by inspection devices with varying degrees of associated uncertainties, the
probabilistic approach has been gaining momentum in the industry.

The reliability method quantifies the probability that an engineering structure will perform its
desired function for a given time interval. Concurrently, it quantifies the probability that the
structure will not perform its desired function, i.e. the probability of failure. In the past two
decades, reliability methods have found widespread application in many industries and it is
becoming more popular in pipeline assessment4. The main area of pipeline engineering that
has recently utilised the full benefits of reliability recently is in design codes. However, the
application of reliability methods in assessment and inspection strategies of pipelines has only
developed in the past few years, and hence is still in a new stage.

GENERALISED ASSESSMENT PROCEDURE OF CORRODED PIPELINE

A generalised procedure for the reliability assessment of a pipeline subjected to deteriorating
corrosion condition using a set of inspection data can be briefly summarised in FIGURE 1.
The whole assessment methodology is divided into four separate stages; I to IV. Stages I and
II are the initial procedure prior to the actual analysis of the inspection data. The scope of this
paper is concerted into the procedure to be taken in Stage III where the stage is sub-divided
into 3 major steps; Part A, B and C.

Stage I: Zoning

Prior to the analysis of the inspection data, it is more appropriate to divide the pipeline into
segments or small zones depend on the common features. Among the common zoning features
usually considered are hazards, closeness to the platform and/or shore, water depth, vessel
traffic density and failure consequences. Each zone can be analysed individually so that the
reliability of the segment of interest can be assessed independently. This in turn may provide a
different inspection, repair and maintenance strategy for each zone especially in cases of a
very long pipeline and in a high pipeline density area near to the platform. However, zoning
approach is not necessarily be used if the whole pipeline exhibits a common attribute of hazard
and modes of failure. For flexibility, the proposed procedure can either be applied to a zone or
to the whole pipeline.

Stage II: Hazards and Limit States Identification

Hazard is seen as the situation that in particular circumstances could lead to the loss to a
human being or environment or operation, consequent on damage to the structure. Based on
the available information, all the hazards, hence the potential modes of failure that can affect
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the integrity of the pipeline should be identified. The appropriate limit states should be
accordingly selected to each hazard. Among the limit states usually used in the design of
pipelines are Ultimate (ULS), Serviceability (SLS), Fatigue (FLS) and' Accidental Limit States
(ALS) . The ULS generally corresponds to the maximum load bearing capacity and covers the
design against bursting, unstable fracture and plastic collapse, buckling and tensile rupture.
SLS refers to normal service and is expressed by yielding and excessive pipe ovalisation. FLS
is related to the pipeline capacity against excessive fatigue crack growth or damage
accumulation under cyclic loading. ALS corresponds to the ultimate failure of the pipeline due
to accidental loads and/or local damage with loss of structural integrity and rupture. Material
degradation due to corrosion mechanism is one of the hazards, which can affect the structural
integrity and operations of the pipelines, hence is linked to the ULS.

A target reliability (or safety) level is the maximum acceptable failure probability level for a
particular limit state to be accepted as shown in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2. The target reliability
should consider the consequences and the nature of failure, economic losses, the potential to
human loss or injury and the environmental impact. The probability of exceedance for each
relevant limit state can be estimated for existing databases of pipeline failures.

Stage III: Inspection Data Analysis and Assessment of Probability of Failure
Although there are many hazards associated with various limit-states in pipeline, the scope of
this work only considers the risk caused by corrosion mechanism that affects its structural
integrity (i.e. based on ULS). Information extracted during the pipeline inspection is utilised to
obtain the current and future integrity of the pipeline using the appropriate procedure. This
section presents a summarised methodology proposed for this stage of assessment where the
procedures are subdivided into 3 separate parts; Part A, B and C.

TABLE 1: Classification of Safety Category of Pipeline (after Sotberg el al, 19977)

Safety
Class

High

Normal

Low

Description

Failure implies risk to
human safety, serious
environmental pollution
or very high economical
consequences.

failure implies no risk to
human safety, negligible
damage to the
environment and minor
economic consequences

Content of Pipeline

II: Flammable and/or
toxic liquid

III: Flammable
and/or toxic gas

II: Flammable and/or
toxic liquid

III: Flammable
and/or toxic gas

I: Non-flammable
water-based fluid

Location-condition

Class 2: zone of near
manned platform or
areas with frequent
human activity

- Operational pipeline

Class 1: zone of no
regular human activity

- Operational pipeline

Temporary/ installation/
pressure testing
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TABLE 2: Annual Target Failure Probability for Offshore Pipelines (Sotberg et af)

Limit State

Serviceability Limit State(SLS)

Ultimate Limit State(ULS)

Accidental Limit State (ALS)

Installation

Low

10"1 - 1 0 2

10"2-10'3

lO-4

Operational Condition

Normal

10"2 -10"3

IO'MO-4

io-5

High

l(r2-10"3

lO^-lO"5

icr6

a. Part A: Procedure of Statistical Analysis of Inspection Data

The first stage of analysis is called Data Analysis Part A where 6 steps of analysis using a
statistical approach are adopted. The whole procedure for the initial data analysis simplified in
a graphical chart is presented in FIGURE 2. The outcomes of this part of analysis are to
systematically account for the whole defect population detected by the inspection device,
determine the corrosion rates and to predict the corrosion growth in the future using the
current data.

b. Part B: Extreme Value Statistics and Peaks-over-threshold Approach

The analysis proceeds to the second part; i.e. Part B where the extreme value statistics using
Peaks-Over-Threshold (POT) approach can be applied. At the end of the Part B, a probability
density function of extreme value statistics can be implemented in the corrosion pipeline data
where the procedure of the application was systematically proposed. The general procedure for
this stage of the methodology (i.e. Part B) is summarised in FIGURE 3. Then, the probability
density function of extreme value for the largest value was obtained. Finally, a depth sample
can be randomly selected from the extreme value distribution to be evaluated in the reliability
assessment. A detailed description of procedure and presentation of results are described
elsewhere ' .

c. Part C: Procedure in Reliability Assessment of Corroded Pipelines

A summary of procedure for Part C is illustrated in FIGURE 4. The following sub-sections
present a brief description taken at each step in Part C.

i. Determination of Probability of Failure
Depending on suitability, a Monte Carlo simulation can be used in the reliability analysis.
Monte Carlo simulation samples at random a large number of experiments. In this case,
sampling each random variable Xt randomly to give a sample value x\. The random value
obtained from each variable is then substituted in the limit state function to yield one random
value of G{x). Then the procedure is repeated a lot of times (N trials) to obtain different value
of G(x) each time. After that, the number of trials, n which fall less than G(x) is counted. Then,
the probability of failure, p/ can be determined by nIN.

ii. Evaluate System Failure Probability
Having obtained the probability of failure for the existing condition of pipeline, the reliability
can be checked by referring to the target reliability level established for that particular Limit
State and zone. For each failure mechanism, the failure probabilities for each event are
combined to evaluate the total failure probability for the whole pipeline. Then for each limit
state, the system probability can be obtained by combining the failure probabilities for each
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failure mechanism. However, for a case study purposes considered in this work, only one type
of Limit State is considered which is collapse failure by applied pressure due to hazards
caused by corrosion mechanism. The comparisons of failure probability for different cases are
based on this assumption.

iii. Assessment on the Effect of Time on Reliability
By using the procedure described above, the prediction of corrosion growth into the future
condition of pipeline may be obtained. Therefore, the reliability analysis can be repeated to
assess the deterioration in reliability with time by taking the analysis at (say) yearly interval.
For the limit state considered, the variation in failure probability is plotted against time, and
compared with the target probabilities. Then, the critical hazard and the time that reliability
level target exceeded can be identified.

Stage IV: Risk Assessment

A summary of procedures taken in Stage IV is illustrated in FIGURE 5. The following
sections present a description for each step taken in Stage IV. Since there is no available data
to carry out a quantified risk analysis, the procedure is presented as a subjective overview
only. Risk is exposure to the possibility of economics loss or gain, physical damage or injury,
or delay, as a consequence of the uncertainly associated with hazards or pursing a particular
course of action. Whereas, risk assessment is an identification of hazards and consists of an
estimation of the risks arising from them with a view to their control, avoidance, or to a
comparison of risks.

i. Evaluation of Risk
Risk evaluation is the quantitative and/or qualitative measurement of risk. The pipeline failure
affects economic consequences, environmental damage and loss or injury to human being,
depends on the type and location of the failure and on the pressure and contents of the
pipeline. If the pipeline zone is nearer to the manned platform, then the pipeline failure poses a
greater risk to human being and economic losses. If sufficient data is available, risk may be
quantified in terms of financial costs involving equipment damage, pollution clean up,
downtime period or legal and insurance consequences.

ii. Assessment of Consequences of Failure
The evaluation of the consequence of failure is usually made with regard to:
a) Human injury, which depends on type of failure, operational condition, pipeline content,

location of failure relative to the platform.
b) Environmental impact, which depends on pipeline location and content,
c) Reputation of company and of the country concerned,
d) Economic loss, which depends on repair costs, loss of revenue and/or demand in the repair

period.

iii. Decision Making Management
Risk management is a technique that is used in organisations to increase safety and reliability
of any engineering installation. The decision on the acceptable risk or target reliability level
for the pipeline concerned is important because many subsequent decisions will depend on the
chosen level10. Included in the process is the need for sound decision making on the nature of
potential hazards to the structures and their predicted reliability. Apart from parameters can be
analytically quantified, other factors also may affect the decision such as the non-quantified
parameters (e.g. political conditions) and a perceived risk of the responsible person/body in
evaluating risk.
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Other considerations in inspection planning, based on the results obtained in the inspection are
the frequency of inspection in the future to update the accuracy of the prediction of pipeline
condition and the right type of inspection device to be used; high or low resolution. The total
costs involved, including the inspection, mobilisation of equipment, the quality of reporting,
and a reliable assessment of inspection data, the repair cost and the cost of subsequent future
inspections should also be considered. The subsequent decisions are to manage the future
inspection, repair and maintenance planning in the risk reduction control.

CONCLUSION

The proposed assessment procedure has shown a systematic approach for the analysis of huge
amount of collected data. The results of the risk and reliability assessment are useful in the
decision processes whether the detected defects are tolerable or require repairs. A good
assessment should provide effective loss reduction where a strategic IRM policy is adopted in
the organisation.
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OVERALL RISK & RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF CORRODED PIPELINES

ZONING
Split pipeline into zones with common

attributes

STAGE II
HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

For each zone, identity all potential hazards and classify by failure
modes and limit states

STAGE III
PART A

STAGE III
PART B

STAGE III
PART C

INSPECTION DATA ANALYSIS
For each zone, analyse data using statistical & probability approach

DATA ANALYSIS USING EXTREME VALUE STATISTICS
Use Peaks Over Threshold approach

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS USING MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Evaluate probability of failure for each limit state

RISK ASSESSMENT
Assess the consequences and cost of failure

Strategy in Inspection Repair and Maintenance

FIGURE 1: Overall procedure in the assessment of corroded pipeline using inspection data.

PART A: PROCEDURE FOR CORROSION DATA ANALYSIS

STEP A 1

STEP A 2

STEP A 3

General Observation of

Corrosion Data Characteristics

Data sampling |

Corrosion Growth Analysis |

STEP A A

STEP A 5

Statistical analysis of selected corrosion samples

Statistical Modelling of Corrosion Depth

and Predicted Depth Distribution

Step A 5(i) i
Method A: Using Actual Corrosion Rates 1

r ^ Step A 5(ii)
JMethod B; Using Corrected Corrosion Rates

FIGURE 2: Summary of the inspection corrosion data analysis procedure Part A: Steps 1 to 5.
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PART B: PROCEDURE IN EXTREME VALUE STATISTICS

From selected data sample in Part A (e.g measured
depth data), determine the cut-off threshold value to bi

considered

Hypothesise the data distribution (in this case, WeibulJ), then
determine I and c parameter*

Step B2(()
Parametric Method

Step B2(ii)
Maximum Likelihood Method

Fit the Probability Density Function (pdf)

Extreme Value Statistics
Determine extreme value distribution from the selected number of samples

Plot the extreme value pdf

Determine the probability of exceeding wall thickness of the largest
sample

Compare the probability of exceedances between the
measured data and the predicted data

FIGURE 3: Procedure in Part B for the application of extreme value statistics.
PART C: RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT OF CORRODED PIPELINES

STEP C 1
TARGET RELIABILITY

For each zone, assess target reliability for each limit state

STEP C 2

STEP C 3

FAILURE PROBABILITY BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
Evaluate probability of failure for each lim it state

EVALUATION

Effects of time on Reliability

STEP C 4
ASSESSMENT

Comparison with target reliability

FIGURE 4: Part C: Reliability Assessment of Corroded Pipelines

STAGE IV: RISK ASSESSMENT OF CORRODED PIPELINES

STEP IV-1
RISK EVALUATION

Evaluate present and future risk of of each hazard

STEP IV-2

STEP IV-3

CONSEQUENCES

Assess the cost of failure

DECISION MAKING MANAGEMENT

Judgement of significance of the assessed risks
Inspection. Repair and Maintenance Strategy

FIGURE 5: Procedure in Stage IV: Risk Assessment of Corroded Pipelines
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